
 



 
 

Do you know what it’s like to be immersed in wild, mysterious beauty? Have you ever been lost in waist-
high golden grasses, stretches of fertile earth, and watched a million stars dance – just for you?  A life-
changing African adventure is just around the corner, bringing together eco-warriors from around the 
world. Are you up for it?  

  

Our JWP “BeWild” journey begins at OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg, South Africa where 
everyone will meet, jump into our vehicles and then head north towards the heart of the Waterberg 
Mountains, thereafter we move further North to an oasis set on the South African side of the Botswana 
border taking in the breath-taking Limpopo river for our conservation work with Endangered Wildlife Trust 
(EWT). It’s then time to cross over to Botswana. We will visit the Tuli Block which is Botswana’s best kept 
secret – an alliance of several concessions that forms one of the biggest, private game reserves in southern 
Africa that sustain a multitude of wildlife. 

 

The Tuli Block is situated in eastern Botswana within a narrow strip along the Limpopo River in the border 
triangle of Botswana, South Africa, and Zimbabwe. Absolutely nothing prepares you for the raw 
magnificence of this reserve. You will get the feeling of unending space and having the entire reserve to 
yourself. Graceful golden grasses seem to stretch interminably, punctuated by the towering trees of Tuli 
that are yet another reason for the area being nicknamed the 'Land of Giants' as the huge Mashatu Tree 
with its Nyala berries, the oddly 'upside down' Baobab tree and the abundant Mopane tree all stretch up 
into the sky, making even the Elephants appear small. At night, the stars utterly dominate the land; their 
brilliance and immediacy are totally arresting.  

 

We then head back South across the border,  through the open, expansive Savannah landscape at the 
confluence of the Limpopo and Shashe rivers, and finally reach a little piece of heaven on earth: 
Mapungubwe National park. Mapungubwe developed into the largest kingdom in the sub-continent 
before it was abandoned in the 14th century. Our journey sadly comes to an end back at Johannesburg in 
time to catch your flight back home. Hopefully with a heart full of unforgettable memories and a camera 
full of photographs. 

  

Be prepared for some long bumpy African roads, amazing wildlife, and breath-taking scenery. The route 
takes us through far-flung, traditional villages and national parks with incredible game viewing. Traveling 
with only two vehicles, our group will be led by, Carla Geyser and her Blue Sky Expeditions crew, who will 
provide daily briefings on the regions visited and routes and roads to be undertaken. We are collaborating 
with Remke Lasance (BeWild) who has traveled with Carla on a few expeditions in the past and has been 
a keen fundraiser and supporter for Blue Sky Society Trust conservation projects. There is something 
powerful when women from all over the world and from different backgrounds and ages get together. 
We become unstoppable.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
Some of the extraordinary experiences you can look forward to as part of this group of solo eco-travelers 
include:  

● 13 days / 12 nights in South Africa and Botswana 
● Visit one of Botswana’s best kept secrets the Tuli Block searching from predators and other 

wildlife. 
● Game drives and game walks exploring the rocky outcrops. 
● Spend a day with the remarkable team from Endangered wildlife trust (EWT) hearing about the 

vital Vulture and Wild dog research work they do, and then with Isabel Wolf- Gillespie from Earth 
Awareness at a school planting trees with the children and/or seeing their community projects. 

● Discover the wonders of Mapungubwe for history, wildlife, and scenic beauty. 
● Making lifelong friendships with other travelers from around the world who are just as passionate 

about making a difference in Africa as you are. 
● Enjoying an exceptionally organised once-in-a-lifetime African experience where all logistical 

details are taken care of for you.  
● Raising funds for Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT). 

 

Frequency: Bespoke once-off expedition in collaboration with BEWILD. 

Fitness Rating: Moderate to Fit. 

Tour Features: Wildlife Conservation, Youth Conservation Education, English-spoken, Fundraising for 
Wildlife Conservation Groups, Women only. 

Beneficiary: Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT)   

Accommodation: A mixture of tents /bungalows /rooms. Accommodation is SHARING unless single 
occupancy is arranged.  

Min: 8 eco-adventurers (*We need a min of 6 ladies to run this trip + 2 crew). 

Max: 12 eco-adventurers 

 

*Please note this Itinerary and Price may change slightly but the expedition leader will keep you posted 
and updated if anything does happen. Terms and conditions apply due to availability.  
 

 

Day Date Time Department Details / Comments  Action 

0 05.05.2023 ETA Flight Flights to South Africa Depart Holland Own  

DAY 1 - 6th May 2023 (Saturday) 

1 06.05.2023 ETA ±10h00 Flight ETA Guests/Crew arrive in South Africa on their 
OWN accord by 10 am 

Own /Remke 

    ETD ± 12h00 Road Transfer Drive to First Nights accommodation at Lindani  BSE 

    ETA: 15h30 Road Transfer Arrive at camp BSE 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Molope tented camp or 
similar 
Type: Room (Single & Sharing  occupancy) 
Meals : Dinner & Breakfast & Packed Lunch  

Lindani 



DAY 2 - 7th May 2023 (Sunday) 

2 07.05.2023   Activities Morning Bush Walk to stretch the legs - 5km  BSE 

    ETD: 11h00 Road Transfer Depart for Limpokwena  BSE 

    ETA: 15h00 Road Transfer Arrival at Limpokwena BSE 

      Meals Breakfast, Lunch (Packed) Lindani 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Island Camp 
Type: Tents (Sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  OR Self catering (TBC) 

Limpokwena 

DAY 3 - 8th May 2023 (Monday) 

3 08.05.2023   Beneficiary EWT Work with John Davis & Derek Van Der 
Merwe 

EWT 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Island Camp 
Type: Tents (Sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive OR Self Catering (TBC)  

Limpokwena 

DAY 4 - 9th May 2023  (Tuesday) 

4 09.05.2023   Beneficiary EWT Work with John Davis & Derek Van Der 
Merwe 

EWT 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Island Camp 
Type: Tents (Sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive OR Self Catering (TBC)  

Limpokwena 

DAY 5 - 10th May 2023  (Wednesday) 

5 10.05.2023 ETD: 10h00 Road Transfer Depart for Platjan Border BSE 

    ETA: 13h00   Arrival at Lone Tree Wilderness camp in Tuli 
Block  

BSE 

      Activities Afternoon Game Drive or similar LTWC 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Lone Tree Wilderness Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Chef to cook food / Self Catering 

LTWC / All  

DAY 6 - 11th May 2023  (Thursday) 

6 11.05.2023   Beneficiary School Morning - Tree planting (Izzy) LTWC 

      Activities Afternoon Game Drive or similar LTWC 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Lone Tree Wilderness Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Chef to cook food / Self Catering 

LTWC / All  

DAY 7 - 12th May 2023  (Friday) 

7 12.05.2023   Activities Game Drive / Game Walks x 2 LTWC 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Lone Tree Wilderness Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Chef to cook food / Self Catering 

LTWC / All  

DAY 8 - 13th May 2023  (Saturday) 

8 13.05.2023 ETD: 10h00 Road Transfer Depart LTWC for Mohave Bush Camp BSE 

    ETA:   Arrival at Mohave Bush Camp MBC 

      Activities Afternoon Game Drive or similar MBC 



      Accommodation Accommodation: Mohave Bush Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  

MBC 

DAY 9 - 14th May 2023  (Sunday) 

9 14.05.2023   Activities Game Drive / Game Walks x 2 MBC 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Mohave Bush Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  

MBC 

DAY 10 - 15th May 2023  (Monday) 

10 15.05.2023   Activities Game Drive / Game Walks x 2 MBC 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Mohave Bush Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  

MBC 

DAY 11 - 16th May 2023  (Tuesday) 

11 16.05.2023 ETD: 09h00 Road Transfer Depart Tuli Block for Pont Drift Border BSE 

        Arrive at Mapungubwe National Park BSE 

    ETD: 16h00 Activities Afternoon Sunset Game Drive or similar 

 (3 Hours) 

Sanparks 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Limpopo Forest Tented Camp 
OR Vehmbe Wilderness camp or similar 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  

Sanparks 

DAY 12 - 17th May 2023  (Wednesday) 

12 17.05.2023 ETD: 07h00 Activities Heritage Walk with Johannes Sanparks 

      Activities Night Drive or Tree Top walk Sanparks 

      Accommodation Accommodation: Limpopo Forest Tented Camp 
OR Vehmbe wilderness camp or similar 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  

Sanparks 

DAY 13 - 18th May 2023  (Thursday) 

13 18.05.2023 ETD: 07h30 Road Transfer Depart for  JHB  BSE/Carla 

    ETA: 14h00 / 
14h30 

Road Transfer Arrival at O.R Tambo International Airport BSE 

        Drop off at O.R Tambo International Airport for 
international flight back home/ Fly to CT 

Own 

 

*Please note this Itinerary and Price may change slightly but the expedition leader will keep you posted 
and updated if anything does happen. Terms and conditions apply due to availability.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
DAY ONE – ARRIVAL DAY 
 

Airport pick-up. Welcome to South Africa! Your adventure begins when you are greeted at the airport by 
Carla Geyser. Please make sure you arrive BEFORE 10 am as we are heading out to the Waterberg.  

 

It’s about a three-hour drive. Set in the heart of the Waterberg mountains, Lindani is a 3000ha Game farm 
offering a selection of accommodation options and outdoor activities. Choose from 10 beautifully 
appointed, private, luxury self-catering lodges, or go for the more rustic bush experience with our tented 
camp option or campsite. With 70kms of cycling and hiking trails through game-filled plains, Lindani offers 
an exciting bushveld getaway for the whole family.  

 

Each lodge has a fully equipped kitchen, its own braai area, and a pool/plunge pool. Enjoy free un-capped 
wi-fi and a secure and eco-friendly power supply, due to our own solar power system. With the many 
additional services on offer, Lindani ensures your family and friends a truly unique bushveld experience, 
with all the comforts of home.  

Website: https://lindani.co.za 

Accommodation: Molope tented camp or similar 
Type: Room (Single/ Sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Dinner & Breakfast & Packed Lunch for DAY 2 

 

 

 

https://lindani.co.za/


DAY TWO / THREE / FOUR – WATERBERG TO LIMPOPO    
 

After a beautiful morning walk to stretch our legs we will pack and head further north to Limpokwena. 
Limpokwena Nature Reserve is committed to preserving 2,400 hectares of the South African bush where 
the Limpopo and Mogalakwena Rivers converge. An oasis set on the South African side of the Botswana 
border, open to the Thuli Block. We consider the fauna and flora as our partners and guides rather than 
as our assets – elephants, giraffes, leopards, and antelope come and go with the same sense of freedom 
that we aim to provide to our guests. A vast expanse to explore and the natural beauty of Limpopo 
Province will soothe your woes and reinvigorate your senses.  

 

Accommodation: The Island Camp is an exclusive rustic tented camp set on an Island in the Limpopo River. 
The perfect spot to unwind and take in the rare surrounding wilderness. Grab a book & a drink, and settle 
in for a relaxing blissful time in the wild!  

 

The Island Camp is open and unfenced and lies between the border of South Africa and Botswana. It is 
open to the Thuli Game Reserve and allows for various game species to move through the camp. 
Elephants, hippos, and hyenas are regular visitors, and there are also plenty of crocodiles in the 
surrounding pools of water. The camp does not have any cellular service or WiFi and so a hand-held radio 
will be provided for any emergencies. The camp is serviced by Eskom and so electricity is available and 
plug points are provided in the main kitchen and the tents.  

Website: https://limpokwena.co.za 

Accommodation: Island Camp 
Type: Tents (Sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive  OR Self-catering (TBC) 

 

DAY FIVE/SIX/SEVEN  – LIMPOPO TO TULI BLOCK  
 

After packing up we head off to Platjan Border post to cross into Botswana. Tswehe Wildlife Reserve is 
situated in the heart of Tuli, Botswana. The reserve is home to the highest peak of the region called 
Tswehe Hill, which was named after the elusive Mountain Reedbuck with its whistling call echoing 
‘tswehe’ from afar. The reserve borders the mighty Limpopo river in the South, where Pels Fishing Owls 
are abundant, fishing amongst crocodiles and hippos.  

 

Heading North through the vast expanse of the reserve, the vegetation changes from thick riverine forest 
to Savanna woodland, interspersed by rocky outcrops and ancient Baobabs. Tswehe's rich biodiversity 
provides a paradise for Elephant, Leopard, Lion, Hyena, Zebra, Giraffe, Wildebeest, and a host of many 
antelope and wildlife species. Our vision is a balance between conservation, communities, and sustainable 
low-impact tourism. We will spend the next three nights and days exploring the area.  

 

Website: https://www.tswehewildlifereserve.com 

Accommodation: Lone Tree Wilderness camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Chef to cook food / Self Catering 

 

 

 

https://limpokwena.co.za/
https://www.tswehewildlifereserve.com/


DAY EIGHT/NINE/TEN– TULI BLOCK   

 

Today we travel a small distance to our next camp. Tuli Wilderness offers a wonderful natural location to 
awaken the explorer in you and to enjoy an authentic wilderness experience reminiscent of Africa a 
century ago. Situated on an exclusive concession in the vast Northern Tuli Game Reserve in eastern 
Botswana, Tuli Wilderness is owner-managed by Stuart and Julie Quinn, who have a wealth of experience 
in the southern African wildlife tourism, hospitality, and training industry. 

 

One has a wide variety of choices in the activities and accommodation that Tuli Wilderness has to offer – 
from professionally guided and intimately close to nature game drives and walks, accommodation in our 
tented safari camp, to incredible wilderness experiences in our self-catering accommodation in a rustic 
bush camp. Regardless of what one is looking for, a memorable and unforgettable experience will be 
found at Tuli Wilderness. 

 

Mohave Bush Camp is a small and private rustic bush camp. The camp is located on the banks of the 
Mohave River in the Northern Tuli Game Reserve. Tuli Wilderness’ private and exclusive 24 000 acre 
concession of Botswana wilderness makes an ideal getaway or stop-over point for travelers between 
Botswana and South Africa, as well as a unique and true African Safari Experience for International Guests.  

 

Website: https://tulitrails.com       

Accommodation: Mohave Bush Camp 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Fully inclusive 

 

DAY ELEVEN/TWELVE – TULI BLOCK TO MAPUNGUBWE  
 

Today we pack up and say goodbye to the magnificent Tuli block to head back into South Africa crossing 
at Pont Drift Border post. Mapungubwe National Park and World Heritage Site is the ideal location for 
anyone interested in wildlife and birds, to those in search of serenity, identity, and the extraordinary 
history of this Park. 

 

Vhembe Wilderness Camp (or similar)  calls the Limpopo Province's Mapungubwe National Park home. 
Infused with the airy quality of the nearby valley dip, stretched out before it, Vhembe is a refreshing and 
truly beautiful camp - a stone's throw from the Limpopo River and alive with the sounds of rustling tree 
tops and animal yelps, life, and adventure at Vhembe Wilderness Camp is frozen in the amber glow of an 
evening sunset. Accommodation at Vhembe Wilderness Trails Camp takes the form of en-suite, wooden 
cabins, with a communal and fully equipped kitchen, solar-powered lighting, stunning views from quaint, 
private decks, an outdoor boma area, and electric ceiling fans. Facilities include a delightful picnic site and 
communal ablution facilities, as well as the opportunity to enjoy a skottel braai (gas barbecue) and buy 
supplies at the tuck shop. 

 

Mapungubwe offers enchanting heritage tours and exciting three-hour Tree Top Walk, morning, sunset, 
and night drives, and guided archaeological tours of the area as activities.  

 

Accommodation: Limpopo Forest Tented Camp OR Vehmbe wilderness camp or similar 
Type: Room (Single/sharing occupancy) 
Meals: Self-Catering 

https://tulitrails.com/


       

DAY THIRTEEN – JOHANNESBURG/DEPARTURE   
 

Early breakfast and then a 6-hour drive to O.R Tambo International Airport for our final farewells. 
Departure Flights to be booked in the early evening – from 19h00 onwards. If you would like to stay longer 
please chat to Remke or Carla about options and prices.  

 

You are among friends when you are with us. Together, we are in a safe space and you have the freedom 
to be yourself and to explore. Whether you have never left your home country or are a seasoned solo 
traveler, this trip is guaranteed to offer you adventure, friends, and breathless beauty. 

 

*Please note this Itinerary and Price may change slightly but the expedition leader will keep you posted 
and updated if anything does happen. Terms and conditions apply due to availability.  
 

 
 

● Expedition leader and BSE crew member. 
● Expedition vehicles.  
● Fuel & toll fees.  
● Basic sharing accommodation (mixture of ground tents, chalets & rooms).  
● All meals & water in the itinerary.  
● National Park fees & bed levies. 
● Car insurance & border crossing fees for vehicles.  
● US1000 /R15 000 pp fundraising for our chosen beneficiary: Endangered Wildlife Trust.  
● All activities detailed in the itinerary.  
● Relocation fee of cars to get into Botswana. 
● Transfers to and from airports.  

 

 
 

● Any flights & any necessary transfers to get to the start/finish of any expedition.  
● Gratuities (*We recommend US$ 10 per guide or activity*). 
● Any visas & border costs for South Africa and Botswana. 
● Alcoholic drinks & snacks.  
● Any personal expenses.  
● Comprehensive travel and flight insurance (*Compulsory*). 
● Extra nights’ accommodation (pre/ post-expedition). 
● Meal: Lunch on Day 1. 
● Any extra activities not mentioned in the itinerary.  

 

 



 
 

These self-drive adventures are organised and led by Carla Geyser, the founder of the Blue Sky Society 
Trust (BSST) and Blue Sky Expeditions who has, to date, led many successful trips into Africa. If you are an 
enthusiastic adventurer who is passionate about conservation and takes life as it comes, then this is for 
you! #JWP brings together like-minded people from around the world on trips that focus on visiting and 
raising funds for wildlife initiatives along the route. 

 

Carla handpicks the expedition members, always looking for well-rounded individuals of various skills and 
interests. If you are an enthusiastic adventurer who is passionate about conservation and who takes life 
as it comes, then our next #JWP expedition could be for you. 

 

 
 

These expeditions often involve driving long distances over bumpy dusty roads, camping in remote areas, 
at times being without mobile phone service for days, and of course loads of giving back through hands-
on charity work. 

 

This is not a tour but rather a team expedition, and every member of the team is expected to pitch in with 
cooking, cleaning, camp set-up, etc. It is the experience of a lifetime, and we would love to have 
exploratory fun-filled compassionate spirits along for the ride. 

 

 
 

This is a LIMITED entry journey, which means only a few people get to experience this unforgettable never-
to-be-repeated experience. The minimum enrollment for this trip is 6 people. If minimum enrollment is 
not met 90 days prior to the departure date, the trip may be canceled in which case full payment excluding 
the deposit will be refunded.  (Minus the US$1000 non-refundable deposit). 

 

 
 

Safety is always a priority. We have a satellite phone, SATIB Insurance 24-hour medivac and assistance on 
call, and access to doctors 24/7. 

 

 

 



 
 

1. DEPOSIT: A $1000pp non-refundable deposit is required to be paid within 24 hours to 
reserve/book your spot on the expedition.   

2. FULL PAYMENT DEADLINE: The remaining balance should be paid 90 days prior to departure. If 
you are booking within 90 days of departure, then full payment is required at the time of 
booking. (By 1 FEBRUARY 2023). 

3. OR Full payment upfront (100%).  

 

 
 

1. 30 days (one month) or less: Cancellation by you up to 30 days prior to departure results in no 
refund. (100% Cancellation fee applies i.e. no refund). 

2. 30 – 90 days (one to three months): 70% cancellation fee applies. 30% will be refunded.  
3. 90 – 150 days (three to five months): 30% cancellation fee applies. 70% will be refunded.  
4. 150 days or more: Cancellation by you up to 150 days prior to departure will result in full 

reimbursement MINUS deposit of US1000pp. 
5. Blue Sky Expeditions is not responsible for cancellations due to medical or family emergencies.  
6. A cancellation request must be received in writing by email from the participant. Verbal notice 

will not serve as a valid cancellation.   
7. Should you choose to withdraw from the program, kindly note that the deposit is non-refundable.   
8. In the event that the trip is canceled due to inadequate enrollment, Blue Sky Expeditions is not 

responsible for reimbursement of non-refundable airline tickets. While we do our absolute best 
to fill each trip, we highly recommend that you buy refundable airline tickets. 

 

 
 

Unless you are purchasing airline insurance, it is a good idea to wait until departure is confirmed to buy 
plane tickets.  

Please ARRIVE at O.R Tambo International Airport by 6 MAY 2023 (BEFORE 10 am)  

Please book your DEPARTURE from O.R Tambo International International  airport for 18 MAY 2023 
(Evening flight).  

Traveling before or after the program is totally fine - just let Blue Sky Expeditions know your plans. 

 

 
 

● Please note the itinerary and prices may change slightly but we will keep you posted as to any 
amendments or changes. This is Africa (TIA).  



● Blue Sky Expeditions would like to do educational work in rural schools as well if possible, planting 
trees with children and/or visiting communities.  

● We will send you emails detailing the documentation and correspondence we require from you. 
An Expedition Indemnity will be sent and needs to be read, understood, signed, and returned to 
confirm your place. 

● MEALS: Most meals will be eaten together at the places we stay. Food restrictions and allergies 
can be accommodated, just please let us know beforehand.  

● SLEEPING ARRANGEMENTS: Pricing is based upon double occupancy sharing. Unless a specific 
person has been identified, you will usually be assigned a roommate. Each person will have their 
own bed.  

● MEDICAL: please advise Carla or Remke about any medical aliments. Pregnant ladies will not be 
allowed to travel as its too much of a risk.  

 

 
 

● Here at Blue Sky Expeditions we do our best to ensure that every program is a success. However, 
in the event of something unexpected, we want you to be fully protected. We REQUIRE that you 
purchase international travel insurance.  

● Make sure you have sufficient supplies of any prescription medicine. In fact, it might be wise to 
bring a small personal first aid kit, including any patent medicines you prefer. You are responsible 
for taking all necessary health precautions before and during your trip. It is the client's 
responsibility to ensure they seek professional medical advice before traveling and to take all 
necessary health precautions and preventative measures. 

● Vaccinations:  Be an informed traveler! Ultimately, it is up to you to consult a physician. We are 
here to help but cannot legally provide medical advice. 

 

 
 

Please ensure that your passport is valid for at least six months from the date of entry and that you have 
at least two blank pages in your passport (the back page does not count).  

 

 
 

● The colourful currency in South Africa is the Rand and in Botswana is the Botswana Pula.  Credit 
cards are used mostly but also bring some cash. Reliable ATMs in banks are available in cities. You 
may also bring cash to exchange at banks and exchange offices.  

● TIPPING: There will some situations where you may feel the need to tip but as always it is up to 
YOUR discretion. Suggested gratuities:  

o $10 - 20 per person per day (USD) 
o Waiter/Host - $5 per couple (USD) 
o General Staff - $10-$15 per person (USD) 



 


